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(Communicated by L'ubica Hold ) 
ABSTRACT. We define the almost quasicontinuity of multivalued maps and 
some stronger form of it. Further, we formulate sufficient conditions under which 
a multivalued map of two variables is upper (lower) almost quasicontinuous. 
Let X , Z be topological spaces. For a set A C X by CIA and I n t A are 
denoted the closure and the interior w A respectively. A function / : X —» Z is 
said to be almost quasicontinuous if / _ 1 ( V ) C Cl( ln t (Cl / _ 1 (T / ) ) ) for each open 
set V C Z ([3], [11]). As it was shown in [7], separately almost quasicontinuous 
functions / : R2 —>• R need not be almost quasicontinuous. In the presented note, 
we define the upper and lower almost quasicontinuity of multivalued maps, and 
we formulate some sufficient conditions for almost quasicontinuity of maps on 
product spaces. 
A set A C X is said to be: 
preopen, if A C Int (CI A); 
semi-preopen, if A C Cl(lnt(Cl A)). 
These classes of sets are closed under any unions. The intersection of an open set 
and a preopen (semi-preopen) one is preopen (semi-preopen). For each A C X 
the set A fl Int(Cl A) is preopen and A fl Cl(lnt(ClA)) is semi-preopen ([1]). 
Following [9] we will denote 
D(A) = {y G X : U D A is of the second category 
for each neighbourhood U of y} . 
A M S S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n (1991): 54C60, 54C08, 26E25. 
K e y w o r d s : second category set, multivalued map, almost quasicontinuity. 
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Then any preopen set and each set A satisfying A C D(A) is semi-preopen, but 
these three classes of sets can be different. For instance, in the space R of real 
numbers with the usual topology, let Q be the set of all rationals, A = [0,1) 
and B = Q n [0,1]. Thus Q is preopen, D(Q) = 0, A C D(A), but A is not 
preopen. The set B is semi-preopen and not preopen, B (jL D(B). 
Now let F: X —> Z be a multivalued map. For a set W C Z we write 
F+(VV) = {x G X : F(x) C VV}, F~(W) = {x G X : F(x) n W / 0 } . A 
multivalued map F: X —> Z is called upper (lower) almost quasicontinuous at a 
point x e X if for each open set W C Z with F(x) C W (resp. F(x) n W ^ 0) 
it holds x G Cl( ln t (ClF+(W0)) (resp. x G Cl( ln t (ClF-(VV ) ) ) ) . Equivalently, 
F is upper (lower) almost quasicontinuous at x if an only if there exists a semi-
preopen set A C X with x G A C F+(VV) (resp. x G A C F~(VV)). A map 
F is called upper (lower) almost quasicontinuous if it has this property at each 
point. 
The lower almost quasicontinuous maps under the name "lower demicontinu-
ous" has been used in connection with the existence of densely defined continuous 
selections in [4], [5], [8], 
By the standard arguments, we can prove the following (for functions it is [6; 
Theorem 1]): 
PROPOSITION. Let X, Z be topological spaces. For a 'multivalued map F: 
X —•> Z the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) F is upper almost quasicontinuous; \ 
(b) F+(V) C Cl(lnt(ClF+(1V))) for each open set V C Z; 
(c) In t (Cl( ln tF~( ,4) ) ) C F~(A) for eack^losed set Ac Z; 
(d) the set C\F+(V) is regularly closed for each open set V CZ. 
Changing F + by F~ and conversely we obtain suitable equivalent conditions for 
lower almost quasicontinuity. 
THEOREM 1. A multivalued map F: X —> Z is upper (lower) almost quasi-
continuous at a point x0 G X if and only if for each open set W C Z with 
F(x0) C W (resp. F(x0) n W 7-- 0) and for each neighbourhood U of x0 there 
exists a nonempty preopen set M C U D F+(VV) (resp. M C U n F~(W)). 
P r o o f . Assume that F is upper almost quasicontinuous at x0 G X, 
W C Z is an open set with F(x0) C VV, and U is a neighbourhood of x0. There 
exists a semi-preopen set A such that x0 G A C F
+(W). Then U D In t (CM) 
is a nonempty set, so we have 0 ^ U n Int(ClA) C C\(U n CIA) = C\(U (1 A). 
Thus (U HA)n (U H Int(Cl A)) + 0; therefore M = U n A n Int(ClA) is a 
nonempty preopen set and M C U D A C U D F+(W). 
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Conversely, let W C Z be an open set with F(x0) C W. Then for each 
neighbourhood U of x0 there exists a nonempty preopen set Mv C Uf)F
+(W). 
Let us put 
M = [\{MU : U is a neighbourhood of x0} . 
The set M is nonempty preopen and M C F+(W). Furthermore, x0 E CI M = 
Cl(lnt(ClM)) C C l ( ln t (C lF+(W)) ) , which finishes the proof. For the lower 
almost quasicontinuity the proof is analogous. • 
In a topological space X , a family P of nonempty open subsets is called 
pseudo-base if each nonempty open set in X contains some members of P . A 
topological space X is called locally possessing a countable pseudo-base if for 
each point x £ X there exists a neighbourhood V of x which has a countable 
pseudo-base. 
A multivalued map F: X —• Z is said to be upper (lower) D-continuous if 
for each open set W C Z it holds1 F+{W) C D(F+(W)) (resp. F~(W) C 
D(F~(W))). Evidently, the upper (lower) F)-continuity implies the upper 
(lower) almost quasicontinuity. I 
Let F: X x Y —> Z be a multivalued map. For every x G X , y G y , by 
Fx and F
y, we will denote multivalued maps Fx: Y -» Z and F
y: X -» Z 
assuming Fx(y) = F(x,y) = F
y(x). 
THEOREM 2. Let X, Y, Z be topological spaces with Y locally possessing a 
countable pseudo-base and let F: X xY —> Z be a multivalued map. If for all 
x G X, y G F the maps Fx are upper almost quasicontinuous and F
y are upper 
D-continuous, then F is upper almost quasicontinuous. 
P r o o f . Let us fix a point (x0,y0) G X X y , a neighbourhood U x V 
of (x 0 , y 0 ) , and an open set W C Z with F(x0,y0) C W. Without loss of 
generality, we can assume that V has a countable pseudo-base {Vn : n > 1}. 
Since Fyo is upper ^-continuous at x 0 , the set A = Un (F
yo)+(W) is of the 
second category and F(x,y0) C W for each x G A. Each of Fx is upper almost 
quasicontinuous at y0, so - following Theorem 1 - for each x C A there exists 
a preopen set Mx such that 0 ^ Mx C V n (FX)+(W). Let us put 
An = {xeA: VnClnt(ClMx)}. 
oo 
Then A = (J An, and - since A is of the second category - for some n > 1 it 
71 = 1 
holds Int(Clyln) T~= 0. Thus AnnInt(C\An) is a nonempty preopen set contained 
in A, therefore the set i^An nInt(C1^4n)) x Vn is nonempty preopen contained 
in U x V. Now we denote / 
M = ((AnnInt(ClAJ) x Vn) nF+(W). 
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Let (x,y) e (Annlnt(C\An)) x Vn, and let U' x V be a neighbourhood of this 
point with V C Vn. The condition x £ A n implies 
M x C V n ( F x ) + ( W ) and VnClnt(ClMx). 
Because Mx is preopen, we obtain 
V'cVnC lnt(C\Mx) C lnt(Cl((Fx)+(W))) . 
It means tliat F(x,y') C VV for some y' e V, i.e., (x,y') e M n (U' x V). 
Thus we have shown 
M C (AnnInt(Cl(i4n)) x F n c C l M . 
Since the set (An fl Int(Cl A n ) ) x V^ is preopen, it follows from the last inclu-
sions that M is preopen. Moreover, M C (U x V) D F+(VV) , so, according to 
Theorem 1, the map F is upper almost quasicontinuous. • 
Remark 1. Looking carefully at the proof of Theorem 2, it can be easily seen 
that it suffices to assume Fx upper almost quasicontinuous for all x belonging 
to a residual subset of a Baire space X. , 
Using analogous arguments as above we can prove: 
THEOREM 3. Let X, Y, Z be topological spaces with Y locally possessing a 
countable pseudo-base, and let F: X xY —> Z be a multivalued map. If all maps 
Fx are lower almost quasicontinuous and Ml F
y are lower D-continuous, then 
F is lower almost quasicontinuous. 
Any function / can be considered as a multivalued map F defined by F(x) — 
{f(x)} - Then the upper (lower) almost quasicontinuity of such multivalued map 
coincides with the almost quasicontinuity of / . Hence Theorem 2 and Remark 1 
give Theorem 3 in [2]. Furthermore, Theorem 2 (Theorem 3) implies: 
COROLLARY 1. (See [7; Theorem 1].) Assume that X, Y are topological 
spaces with Y locally second countable, Z is metric one and f: X x Y —> Z 
is a function. If all functions fx are almost quasicontinuous, and all f
y are 
D-continuous, then f is almost quasicontinuous. 
For any set M C X x Y we will write Mx = {y e Y : (x, y) e M). 
Now, we remind the well-known theorem: 
KURATOWSKI-ULAM THEOREM. ([10], [9; p. 247]) Let Y be a second 
countable space. If M C X x Y is of the first category, then there is a first 
category set P C X such that for each x £ X \ P the set Mx is of the first 
category. 
R e m a r k 1. Looking at the proof of this theorem we observe that the assump-
tion on Y can be weakened by taking a countable pseudo-base. In the sequel, 
we will apply this theorem in such more general form. 
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Remark 2. Kuratowski-Ulam Theorem need not be true if Y is locally second 
countable. For instance, let TX , r2 be the usual and the discrete topologies on 
R respectively, and let M — {(x,y) : x — y}. Then M is nowhere dense in 
(R2, TX x r 2 ) , but for each x G R the set M^ is of the second category (comp. 
[12]). The space (R, r2) is locally second countable, but it has not a countable 
base. 
THEOREM 4. Let X. Y, Z be topological spaces with Y locally possessing a 
countable pseudo-base, and let F: X xY —> Z be a multivalued map. If all maps 
Fx, F
y for x G X, y E F are upper (lower) D-continuous, then F is upper 
(lower) D-continuous. 
P r o o f . Let W C Z be an open set, and let (xQ,yQ) G F
+(W). We take 
neighbourhoods U, V of points xQ , y0 ; without loss of generality, we can assume 
that V has a countable pseudo-base. Then the set U n (Fy°)+(W) is of the 
second category in X , and F(x,yQ) C W for each x G U H (F'
2/0)+(VV). From 
the assumption on F x , for each x G *7 n (F^°)
+(VV) the set y n (FX)
+(W) is 
of the second category in Y, so also in the subspace V. Now we put 
M = (J{{>} x (y n (FJ+(VV)) : x G U n (i^°)+(VV)} . 
We are going to show that M is of the second category in X x V. Suppose 
not. Following Kuratowski-Ulam Theorem (comp. Remark 2), there is a first 
category set P C X such that for each x G X \ P the set Mx is of the first 
category in V. Since U n (Fy°)+(W) \ P ± 0, for some x G U n (i™°)+ (tV) 
the set Mx = V n (i
?
: r)
+(M /) is of the first category. This contradiction means 
that M is of the second category in X x V; consequently, also i n l x F . For 
any point (x,y) G M we have y G (FX)
+(W), thus M C (U x V) H F+(W). 
This implies that (U x V) n F+(VV) is of the second category, which finishes the 
proof. • 
For functions as a particular case of the last theorem we obtain Theorem 2 
in [7]. Let us observe that, according to Remark 3, Theorem 4 can be true even 
for such spaces 1 x 7 in which Kuratowski-Ulam Theorem does not hold. 
If A is a subset of R (resp. IR2 ), let DQ(A) denote the set of all points p G R. 
(resp. p G R 2 ) such that for each neighbourhood U of p the Lebesgue measure 
of the set U D A is positive. Then, by the same way as earlier, the D0-continuity 
can be defined. Furthermore, in virtue of Fubini Theorem [12], for multivalued 
maps F: R2 —+ R the result on I70-continuity analogous to that in Theorem 4 
can be formulated. 
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